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A Cristo I House for Town
and Country
" CEDAR ROCK " (LOWELL WALTER HOUSE)

1950

lmpeuably built of brick.
concrete and walnut, the
Lowell Walter House was
initially conceived by Wright
as a magazine prototype for
a modest, modern, post-World
War II crystal house.

I QUASQUETON I FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT

fin the mid-40s a glass-walled house by Mies might
have seemed a logical extension of that architect's
interest, a glass-walled house by Frank Lloyd Wright
would certainly have been a curiosity, anathema as it
was to his notion of a "natural house." Yet in the June
1945 issue of Ladies' Home Journal, under the title "Opus
497," one finds Wright's prototype design for just such a
house, complete with a plan for suburban lof and
captioned: " ... a crystal house for town or country ... "
Thirty months later, in the now-famous January 1948
issue of Architectural Forum dedicated to Wright's work,
a similar plan is offered together with a perspective of the
Lowell Walter house carrying the headline: "Usonian
Dwelling at Quasqueton, Iowa. Glass Walls. Planned on
a Unit System September 1946."
The Walter floor plan is similar to that of a
Usonian- a moderately priced American dwelling
conceived by Wright during the Depression for clients of
average income. Like a tadpole, the house features a tail

Right: Interior entry to the
Garden Room" of the Walter
House showing tropical plants,
the brilliant 6ght of
clerestories and perforated
concrete roof I ceiling, and
Wright's use of illusory
reflective surfaces in the
mirrored upper wall to the
right. On the left, a portrait
of Lowell Walter-t1o doubt
installed after Wright's
death--greets the visitor
upon entering.
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of bedrooms, baths, carport, and maid's quarters. Its
square "head"- the dining/living room here labeled
"Garden Room"-is rotated at a 45-degree angle to this
tail, the rotation hinged by the work space or kitchen.
The Unit System, a 5'-3" module, is a square grid clearly
articulated in the Cherokee Red precast concrete floor
tiles. Walls are not hollow and of conventional studframing, but comprised of either specially ordered red
brick or of non-load-bearing walnut 1-x's fixed to
plywood panels. The materials of the Walter House are
undoubtedly far finer than Wright's earlier Usonians,
but the design and construction is similar. Craft, not
labor, was employed to wire and plumb the cavity-less
construction, a method of "honest" building to which
even the reinforced concrete roof subscribed.
It is this roof, conjoined with the all-glass walls of the
Garden Room, that is the true innovation of the Lowell
Walter House. The caption in the Architectural Forum
piece reads, "This masonry-type Usonian glass house has
concrete slab roofs with turned up eaves. No wood is
used in the construction, exterior or interior. Partitions
are of solid plaster, doors and sash are metal, floors usual
precast tiles. Gravity heat." The statement-issued
before construction began-does not describe the house
as built, but suggests a design intention largely lost in
execution. Pragmatically, materials were to be
incombustible and maintenance free, perhaps because of
the house's remote location-an 11-acre parcel of the
Walter's 3800 acre 'farm' on the Wapsipinicon Riverbut also because, in the past, Wright houses had been
plagued by fire and maintenance problems. In addition,
theoretically, after World War II and with a strong
economy, Wright's construction and American
architecture in general became more systemic and of a
larger scale, necessitating the use of man-made materials.
Yet Wright believed in 'the natural.' How might organic
building come from inorganic material?
The Walter House begins to answer this question.
Whereas its marvelous 1948 "River Pavilion" stands
defiantly above the beauty of the oft-flooded
Wapsipinicon, the house itself graces the top of a rather
undistinguished hill, an extension of flat prairie land as it
meets the river basin. How to anchor a house to this site?
At Quasqueton, Wright rooted the house with
outcroppings: a wondrous gate with a one-ton urn; a
fountain with hemispherical pool; a council fire pit for
outdoor gatherings; and in the other direction, the river
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> Korean War begins > University of

> Japan and U.S. sign peace treaty > The

> Le Corbusier, Unite de habitation > In

> U.S. Supreme Court outlam segregation

California, Berkeley researchers announce
th e crea tio n of element 98 which
they have named "californium" > The
Mattachine Society founded in Los Angeles
as the first gay liberation organization

Twenty-second Amendment to the U.S.
Constitution, limiting Presidents to two
terms, is ratified > Ethel and Julius
Rosenberg are convicted of conspiracy to
commit espionage and receive the death
penalty > Mies van der Rohe, Farnsworth
House

the U.S., a mechanical heart is used for the
first time in a hwnan patient > Puerto Rico
becomes a self governing commonwealth
of the U.S. > Chri stine Jo rgensen, a
transsexual woman in Denmark becomes
the recipient of the first successful sexual
reassignment operation

> Death of Stalin > Genetic code cracked
> Salk and Sabin vaccines for polio
> Lo uis I. Kahn ,Yale University Art
Gallery > Francis Crick and James D.
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Watson publish molecular structure of
nucleic acids: a structure for deoxyribose
nucleic acid describing the double helix
structure of DNA

in public schools > Peter Bent Brigham
Hospital in Boston an no unces the
first successful kidney transplant > U.S.
Supreme Court hands down its decision
in Brown v. Board of Education of
Topeka,KS

pavilion. He veiled it with 135 newly planted evergreens
and swaddled it with low-growing Hawthorns and
shrubs. House and site were massaged together.
One imagines, however, that in 1946 Wright
intended to unify site and house in a far more dramatic
manner. As with his contemporary designs for other
buildings- the cliff-side V. C. Morris house in San
Francisco, the Carmel ocean-front Haldorn house
nicknamed "the wave," the Huntington Hartford
Country Club for Hollywood Hills- theWalter roof was
to be covered in black earth and peat moss and heavily
planted with grass, flowers and shrubs. As executed, the
concrete roof is 146' long with upturned eaves and 17
tons of reinforcing rods- capable of supporting earth
and vegetation, but ultimately without it. Had the roof
been bermed as intended, its apparent weight would
have catalyzed the wonder of its glass-walled Garden
Room, for the roof appears to levitate, supported as it is
by minimal steel Ts couched within the glass walls.
Inside, the floor gives way to tropical plants. As
vegetation engulfs the house, man-made and natural
become one and a new sense of the organic is
manifested. Light, filtered through leaves and contorted
into geometric rays, would have pierced the interior

through square perforations found in the concrete and
hovering clerestory roofs.
Though this surreal drama was never realized, the
Walter house-named "Cedar Rock"-remains one of
the architectural wonders of the Midwest prairie. It is the
realization of Wright's Gla~s House prototype, and this
explains the highly private and guarded entry sequence
not necessary on the Walter's sumptuous lot. The same
house was offered both to T. L. McDonald in
Washington, D.C. and to Vito Grieco in Andover,
Massachusetts in 1945, but neither built it. However, the
reproducible nature of the design does not detract from
the richness and wonder of the house as built. Rather it
enhances these qualities. Meticulously constructed and
beautifully preserved, the Walter House features Wrightdesigned furniture and draperies as well as a unique
three-fixtures-in-one bathroom pre-made by the Railcar
Steel Press Company of Chicago. The house is open to
the public, owned and operated by the Department of
Natural Resources.

Above: Exhibiting Wrightian
"frontality," the south
elevation of the Walter House
features the glazed "Garden
Room" with its upturned and
perforated concrete roof.

- Daniel Naegele, Ph.D. is an architect, historian, critic,
and assistant professor in the Deptartment of Architecture
at Iowa State University.
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> Warsaw Pact signed > Le Corbusier,
Ronchamp > The EN lAC computer is

> Russia c ru shes Hungarian revolt
> Egypt seizes Suez Canal > Pakistan

> Fifth Republic, France ( De Gaulle )
> Mies van der Rohe, Seagram Building,

> Frank Lloyd Wright, Guggenheim

deactivated > Disneyland o pens in
Anaheim,CA

becomes the first Islamic republic > U .S.
President Dwight D. Eisenhower signs a

> Common market established in Europe
> U.S. tests first ICBM > Sputnik launched
> Lo uis I. Kahn, Trenton Bath Ho use

NYC > Th e U .S. Congress form ally

> Launch of Sputnik I, the first artificial

creates the National Aeronautics and

satellite to orbit the earth > The Soviet
U nio n launches Sputnik 2; o n board
is the first animal to enter space, a dog
named Lalka

Space Administration (NASA) > The U.S.

bill into law that places the words "under
God" to the U.S. Pledge of Allegiance

launches the Vanguard 1 satellite

Museum, NYC > Frank Lloyd Wright,
Price Tower, Bartlesville, OK > Frank
lloyd Wright .dies > Alaska is admitted as
the 49th U.S. state > The Barbie doll
debuts > Hawaii is admitted as the 50th
U.S. state
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